
HOW DO I WRITE A PLAY SYNOPSIS OF THE ROVER

The Rover or The Banish'd Cavaliers is a play in two parts that is written by the English author The Rover features
multiple plot lines, dealing with the amorous adventures of a group of Englishmen and women in Naples at Carnival
time.

The cavaliers of The Rover represented the gentlemen and nobles who were exiled along with Charles II when
his father was executed. She gets very upset and pulls a gun on him in a jealous rage. Scene 5 Florinda waits
in her garden for Belvile wearing a nightgown. Florinda reads Belvile's palm and begins to set up a meeting
with him when she sees her brother approaching. She eventually forgives him for sleeping with the prostitute
if she promised never to see her again. Scene 3 Florinda and Valeria enter, disguised in different costumes,
having momentarily escaped Pedro. Antonio is also struck by Angellica's portrait and wonders out loud if he
could get away with sleeping with Angellica and still marry Florinda. Blunt stumbles around and then falls
through another trapdoor. Simmering aggression is manifested both in verbal jousting â€” for instance, the
ridicule that Blunt so fears â€” and in sword fighting. Restoration Theater During his exile, Charles II had
been a cavalier, roaming the continent with a band of royalist followers. Scene 2 Willmore tries to persuade
Angellica to sleep with him for free, claiming that as a seaman he doesn't have much cash. The actors,
performing on a stage filled with sand, present the characters with energy and vivacity. She took her last name
from her late Dutch husband, though some speculated that she made up this husband and faked his death to
allow herself more social freedom widows in that era were not as bound by societal stricture as unmarried
women. Willmore, as usual, attempts to charm her back. The mask lent the woman an air of mystery and
sophistication that was useful to prostitutes and ladies alike. During this time, Florinda and Belville have set a
time ot run off together. Belvile is one of many exiled Englishmen traveling around Europe during the
Interregnum, the period after the beheading of Charles I and before the reinstatement of his son, Charles II.
Since actresses were viewed asâ€”and some wereâ€”prostitutes, it was assumed by many that Behn was a
prostitute, too. Angellica Bianca would seem to be a supplement to the intrigue plotâ€”a supplement since one
need not intrigue to visit a whore. Hoyt-Disick, Gabrielle. The girls scheme to escape, accompanied by their
cousin Valeria. The women exit, but Florinda leaves Belvile with a jewel most likely a locket of some sort so
that he "may repent the opportunity you have lost by your modesty. Blunt sneaks off with Lucetta. The
Englishmen are astounded by her beauty, but leave when they realise they do not have the money to buy
herâ€”one thousand crowns a month. Dependent on men financially for their survival, they cannot afford the
luxury of dispensing favours at will. Norton, , pp. Charles I had brought this crisis of royal authority on
himself when he unilaterally dismissed Parliament and attempted to run the country alone in  Why does she set
the play during carnival time as well? Their cousin Valeria and their governess, Callis, accompany them. This
article's plot summary may be too long or excessively detailed. Would you would Pedro exits. Those who
achieve their desires do so by complicated routes, often involving potential humiliation and risk: others are
exposed to ridicule, danger, and defeat. He has high hopes of paying nothing for his time with her. His interest
in theater created a new performative space for women, too, one that was both liberating and problematic.
Blunt enters, dirty, unclothed, and cursing not only Lucetta, but all women. At this point, Valeria enters,
distracting Pedro by telling him that Florinda has escaped. Hellena attempts to argue. Belvile confronts
Willmore, telling him that he has nearly raped Florinda and demanding a duel; Willmore refuses. Epilogue A
cheeky epilogue in rhymed couplets dares the audience to recognize the fact that the comic antics in the play
have their basis in real sexual politics. Charles II loved the play and arranged for a private viewing of it. Don
Antonio, wounded, takes Belvile home with him to assign a punishment. The series taken as a whole presents
a cautionary moral tale.


